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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Manuel GÓMEZ LÓPEZ-EGEA has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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blandidimo
Given the proximity of the keys, the keyboard in Spanish, corresponding to the "d" and "s", would have to think that this
term, as it is formulated, is an alliteration, so that the word blandidimo, would be "blandisimo".  Blandisimo, is the nature
of "soft", raised to the maximum expression.

inbox
There is such a Word, for the time being in Spanish.  It is the English term used to designate the isolated mailboxes, or
personal.  Its literal translation would be something like "box enter", or box of inputs, i.e. "mailbox.  It is used for
individual mailboxes, since the street is called, in English, "mail box", or mail box.  In his English term used in
applications of mail programs, and is considered the Inbox of all emails.

partición de embriones tempranos
In the whole of living beings, animals and plants and nature, there is the smallest seed that will become 'Individual'.  It is
small set of cells, whether or not fertilized by the ancestors, parents, starts a race to develop a huge number of cells, by
means of the partition.  The partition of early embryos, refers to the beginning of the process of the newly initiated
partition, both if it is caused from the outside, as if it is caused by internal diseases of both parents.

programado
The term "programmed" is a time of the verb "to program".  It means to prepare a set of rules or phases and stages for
further action.  A "program" is a description normally very detailed a set of events or events with intrinsic relationship
between them, for further action.  In its participle, means "what has already been prepared" in advance.  It is the term
that is preferably used in the making of "programs" (Software) for computers.

rikashu
. -The term rikashu, - whose best name, of Japanese origin, it would be RICAXHU, or RICACHU - is one of the cartoon
characters for television, for children's programs that abound in our country, which has proved to be a very important
market for the producers Japanese s.  Other characters are PICAXHU; POKEMON, and others.  Specifically RICAXHU
carries a tail electric Ray.   2. -There is a game on YOUTUBE called MC4 party "JAY RIKASHU"

vetocracia
It is a figurative term, which mimics the terms that are used to enumerate the various known forms of governance
systems.  According to the academics there are four systems of Government: democracy, - Government of the people -
oligocracia - Government of a minority - acracia - elimination of all forms of Government and dictatorship.   (A single
ruler, not elected, which exercises power that he has granted himself, usually without participation of anyone more) 
"VETOCRACIA" would be, any act of "veto", or prohibit, what they say and do the rest.  It is a form of tyranny, exercised
in any of the other forms of Government described. The "vetocracia", does not exist as a form of Government, but
ironically it is the most abundant. The term "vetocracia" refers to the form used by any ruling that imposed vetoes
capricious laws, speeches and writings, essays or arguments of others, when you want to, without explanation.


